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ABSTRACT
A remote sensing reflectance model, which describes the transfer of irradiant light within a plant
canopy or water column has previously been used to simulate the nadir viewing reflectance of vegetation
canopies and leaves under solar induced or an artificial light ur'2 and the water surface reflectance3'
Wavelength dependent features such as canopy reflectance leafabsorption and canopy bottom reflectance
as well as water absorption and water bottom reflectance have been used to simulate or generate synthetic
canopy and water surface reflectance signatures3' This paper describes how derivative spectroscopy can
be utilized to invert the synthetic or modeled as well as measured reflectance signatures with the goal of
selecting the optimal spectral channels or regions ofthese environmental media. Specifically, in this paper
synthetic and measured reflectance signatures are used for selecting vegetative dysfunction5 variables for
different plant species. The measured reflectance signatures as well as model derived or synthetic
signatures are processed using extremely fast higher order derivative processing techniques6 which filter
the synthetic/modeled or measured spectra and automatically selects the optimal channels for automatic and
direct algorithm application. The higher order derivative filtering technique makes use ofa translating and
dilating, derivative spectroscopy signal processing (TDDS-SP®)7 approach based upon remote sensing
science and radiative transfer theory. Thus the technique described, unlike other signal processing
techniques being developed for hyperspectral signatures and associated imagery8' 9,is based upon radiative
transfer theory'° instead of statistical or purely mathematical operational techniques such as wavelets.

'
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1. BACKGROUND
The use ofhyperspectral airborne, satellite or space station based high spectral resolution
(hyperspectral) imagery to vegetative canopies (sparse or dense) in order to derive bio-physical variables
useful for agricultural management decision making will depend upon our ability to rapidly develop and
apply scientifically based remote sensing algorithms. The same is true for application of hyperspectral
imagery to water resources management in marine, coastal and freshwater aquatic systems for water quality
management. Central to rapid hyperspectral remote sensing monitoring and surveillance assessments is the
selection of the optimal channels or bands for detection of plant stress, vegetative dysfunction or water
quality variables.
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Previous work5' ' ' has demonstrated the potential of utilizing high spectral resolution optical
signatures for detecting plant stress related to the vegetation's moisture within the leaf structure and
detected in canopy and leaflevel reflectance. Future algorithms and techniques need to discriminate plant
species as well as any plant or vegetative dysfunction (due to water stress, infections, soil contamination,
nutrient limitations, or exposure to contaminants such as heavy metals) utilizing scientific understanding of
leafchemistry or other canopy bio-physical variables such as canopy closure and leafarea index (LAI).
These future algorithmic techniques are needed in order to improve operational advances in the use of
hyperspectral imagery for environmental monitoring and surveillance, agriculture and earth system science
and management.

Second derivative or higher order derivative images based upon higher order derivative algorithms
and resulting selected bands have been used to demonstrate imagery and signature processing techniques
for AVIRIS scenes ofKennedy Space Center, Cape Canaveral and the Satellite Beach region of central
Florida . The algorithms show potential for being used as the basis for software based programs and
associated object libraries or in firmware7. The approach represents a hyperspectral "silicon strategy" for
scientifically based remote sensing algorithms — those based upon radiative transfer considerations6. The
practical application of scientifically based remote sensing algorithms (to hyperspectral imagery of
vegetative canopies (sparse or dense) or marine and coastal waters for environmental surveillance and
monitoring (such as change detection) also utilize ground based measurements oftarget reflectance for
training the TDDS-SP® automated algorithms. The importance ofground based hyperspectral signatures
are important because ifone can accurately model or predict this target signal, one than then begin to test
our scientific understanding and the resulting scientifically based algorithms for use with signatures from
aerial, satellite or future space station platforms3' 12. In fact, our scientific understanding is directly
proportional to our predictive capabilities. This approach is considered to be far more superior to other
popular first derivative or "hype?'
since the TDDS-SP® is scientifically based upon the
fundamental signal ofthe radiative transfer and the higher order derivatives in associated environmental
media.
Figure 1 shows the approach the author has taken when using synthetic modeled signatures to
select optimal channels using the modeled radiative transfer process descriptions. The same TDDSSP®
approach is used when one attempts to analyze measured target reflectance signatures from the ground or
other low altitude remote sensing platforms using high spectral and high radiometric sensitivity solid state
spectroradiometers or hyperspectral image sensors. It is important to note that ifthe analytical models
which produce the synthetic hyperspectral signatures can be used to a-priori select optimal bands using the
modeled signatures, and ifthe ground based measurements or signatures produce the same results (selected
channels), then we would say that we understand the science ofremote sensing ofsuch targets. This is an
extremely important point to understand. In other words, the radiative transfer model solutions are strongly
nonlinear6 and the modeled or synthetic signatures, simulated for band selection purposes have
incorporated the radiative transfer processes ofthe environmental media. The ground based measured
reflectance signatures, or low altitude airborne signatures have also incorporated in their measured signal
the same processes. So ifthe synthetic and measured reflectance signatures match as well as the algorithms
or spectral regions for geophysical variable extractions, then remote sensing algorithms based upon the
TDDS-SP technique will be validated as well as the automated selection ofoptimal bands or channels for
feature detection and extraction.
The goal then, is to compare (for vegetative plant dysfunction assessments) the signals obtained
from high order derivatives (not first derivatives or simple slopes —band ratios) of the measured signatures
oftargets to the higher order derivative spectra derivedfrom the modeled signatures. This approach is
necessary for several reasons, but more so since the analytical radiative transfer solutions are in general
highly nonlinear6. Previous work by Bostater, et al."25" has demonstrated the potential of utilizing high
spectral resolution optical signatures for detecting plant stress related to the vegetation exposure to and
proximity to water, as indicated in leaf or subsurface ground based moisture measurements. Bostater has
also shown the TDDS-SP® approach using what has been called optimal passive ambient correlation
spectroscopy3'
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Future algorithms and techniques need to enable rapid and accurate discrimination ofplant species
as well as any plant dysfunction in order to improve operational advances in use ofhyperspectral imagery
for monitoring and environmental surveillance5, in precision agriculture and other earth system science
management activities. As useful algorithms are developed and tested or validated, the algorithmic
development needs to be supported not only in software form, but into object libraries and then into
firmware in the form of what we might call "a silicon based strategy". Such an approach has the potential
for shortened processing and development time needed for rapid deployment operations in commercial
field applications or in environmental monitoring and surveillance applications.

L DevdopingAutomatedScientsflcally Based Hyperspectral Remote SensingAlgorithms: 1
flrniintl 5' Aerii1

synthetic Modeling Approach:

1T1'of

Direct Derivative Spectroscopy Measured
Reflectance Signatures ofGround Based Targets.

Generate Synthetic orAnalytically Based Reflectance
Signatures ofPlants & Water.

Goals:

Goals:
1. To Predict & Understand Ground
Based Reflectance Signatures using:

1. Automated Objective Selection of Optimal
Channels or Bandsfor —

•leaflevel chemistry,
•leaflevel absorption signatures,
•canopy closure,
•bottom reflectance signatures.
•fluorescence signatures.
. water chemistry & inherent properties.

•identfIcation of targets,
.target chemical characteristic determinations,
•target dysfunctional detection,
(e.g. plant stress detection).

2. Apply Translating & Dilating Higher Order
Derivative Spectroscopy Algorithmic

2. Apply TDDS-SP®Algorithms to S
SyntheticSignatures for Band Selection
& Model Inversion for Geophysical
Variable Extraction.

Technique -

LEIk

. Water quality Applications,
. Target chemical characteristic determinations (gases),
. Vegetative Dysfunction Assessments

Apply Resulting Derivative Spectroscopy Algorithms to Hyperspectral
Imagery:
•Apply Higher Order Derivative Spectroscopy To Signatures,
•Select Optimal Channels for Monitoring Applications,
•Compare Modeled versus Measured Channel Selections
•Develop & Test Software Based Programs & Object Libraries.

Figure 1 . Schematic Figure identifying key elements in developing automated remote sensing algorithms
using the translating, dilating - derivative spectroscopy signal processing approach (TDDS-SP®). A key
element to the approach is the application of the TDDS-SP algorithms to both the synthetic and mesured

reflectance signatures. The apporach results in the testing and validation of the selected hyperspectral
channels for the emvironmental monitoring & surveillance application of interest.

2. METHODS
The 2nd derivative signal derived from a reflectance signature, or an image which repesents the
reflectance centered at one channel from a hyperspectral sensor, uniquely describes the relative absorption
or relative backscatter festure centered at the same channel. Higher order derivatives provide an extremely
accurate measure of these relative absorption and backscatter features observed within an optical signature.
We observe these features as inflection points. The absorption features are due to the chemical absorption
of the vegetative canopy, a water medium (a hydrosol) or a gas mixture. The same is true of signatures of
solid surfaces or substrates such as soils, rocks or man made substances such as paints, plastics or concrete
and the same scientific principle applies to measuremensts of living tissues or living cultured mediums or
serums. However iven a signal with n number of channels or wavelengths in the optical domain, one can
easily visualize these spectral features in terms of adjacent channels as well as non-adjacent channels. In
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otherwords, one can actually calculate a 2nd or higher order derivative by translating and dilating a
derivative estimator algorithm along the signature with a varying bandwidth that may or may not be
symmetrical. This type ofalgortihm has been previously described by Bostater 356jprevious publications.

Figure 2 describes the approach in general for a dilating and translating 2u derivative estimator
algorithm with either symetrical or non-symmetrical filter width in order to optimally select the inflection
points. The approach allows for the unque identification of of spectral regions or channels associated with a
variable of interest that is known to be represented in the hyperspectral imagery spectra or the groundbased

hyperspectral signatures In many cases, we use these measured spectra to train a 2nd or higher order
derivative estimator algorithm. Also, it can be noted that these types of derivative algorithms used in all
parts of scientific fields14 can either be linear or nonliner in order to better discriminate small changes in the
inflection spectra.
Note the ratio of 2 slopes or 2 band ratios yields a nonlinear 2nd derivative estimator or:

(2/1)/(k3/A) —*

2/(1*3)

11*

2

Figure 2. Example TDDS-SP® filter consisting of channels i=1 to 3 and centered at the
center translating channel X with intensity 4 . The filter can be symmetrical or
nonsymmetrical and as indicated, is nonlinear with respect to the center channel. Note that
the inflection can indicate concavity or convexity as the filter dilates from ? to . in
The filter width from channels m to n is dependent upon the variable filter width, up to the
length of the hyperspectral signature or signaL

It is important to note that the above 2' order derivative estimator is only one of many estimators
or methods'4 that can be selected for the TDDS-SP automated algorithm development method. Available
methods are directly insertable into software subroutines, object libraries or firmware based solutions using
finite difference estimators, fmite element estimators, or other convolution based estimators. All of these
methods are considered "higher order derivative estimator techniques since the signal of interest is in
actuality a discrete wavelength, channel or wave number based signature. The dilation and translation is
accomplished by what we may call an "all possible combination routine" in which all possible symmetrical
and nonsymmetrical filters or windows are translated across the hyperspectral signal length (e.g. 252
channel hyperspectral signal). The result of the TDDS-SP® technique results in a correlation spectrum,
which then allows the optimized and maximized filter to be selected. It is this filter which is the resulting

objectively selected algorithm for use in predictive remote sensing applications. The results from the
derivative spectroscopy approach are then directly related to a hyperspectral image and as such, the
approach is superior in application and practice than the widely popular techniques such as FFT's or
wavelet based techniques. For example, a training set of n20 hyperspectral signatures with 252 channels
and can be analyzed and the optimal resulting algorithm displayed in approximately 2 minutes on a Silicon
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Graphics®, Inc. dual processor Octane® IRIX® workstation. In real computation terms this represents the
calculation of 1 .25 million spectral filters applied or used to select the optimal channels in order to generate
the remote sensing algorithm or objectively selected bands to predict a geophysical variable. In order to
calculate a 6 band algorithm the technique (as shown if figure 3 below) requires approximately 4 minutes
and 2.5 million filters are applied or calculated using the selected hyperspectral signatures. This technique
or method results in an "optical cleanup" or interference correction algorithm. Consider if we apply this
technique to a 512 by 5 12 hyperspectral image with 252 channels and the technique would require 18 days

of computation time. Thus the need for the firmware silicon strategy first conceived and proposed by
Bostater5 to the HyMARK project managers.

3. RESULTS
The above methods have been applied to hyperspectral signatures (measured or modeled) of water
properties (water surface reflectance, absorption, backscatter, attenuation, bottom reflectance) as well as to
vegetation (canopy reflectance, leaf level absorption, leaf level transmittance, canopy attenuation, leaf level
multiple-wavelength excitation & emission) spectra. Presented below are example results ofthe techniques
in the form of selected figures.
Figure 3 shows example results from higher order derivative signature signal processing of
hyperspectral remote sensing signatures using model derived synthetic signatures for (d) chlorophyll-a
(ugIL), (b) suspended sediment (seston —mgfL) and (e) dissolved organic matter (DOM —mg/L) using the
Case II two-flow model'°. Figure 3(a) demonstrates results ofthe TDDS-SP®technique applied to data
collected in a laboratory using multiple wavelength excitation and emission spectra (bottom left) from
leaves taken from red kidney and Newport bean vegetation cultivars (plants).
Figure 3(c) shows the extremely useful and powerful derivative spectroscopy technique for
selecting hyperspectral channels and the resulting automated, optimal algorithm derived from ground based
passive reflectance hyperspectral signatures collected over citrus tree canopies for detection of vegetative
dysfunction — observed "canker vfrus infestation" levels. Figure 3(c) demonstrates the ability of the
technique to discriminate the observed canker virus infestation using hyperspectral signatures collected in
South Florida citrus groves during 1999 in association with the Galileo Group, Inc. These results
demonstrate the potential ofhyperspectral imagery in agricultural applications. The results are transferable
to properly collected aircraft based hyperspectral imagery & signatures due to the methods ofthe groundbased measurements.
The 6 channel derivative ratio (a form of an optical cleanup procedure) for suspended sediment
(seston — mgIL) shows how synthetic signatures can be used to select channels (see figure 3b). The selected

channels used to develop the synthetic inversion algorithm shown in figure 3(b) were based upon modeled
hyperspectral signatures with an assumed water depth of 10 m, bottom reflectance (0.2), Lat. 28.5N, Long.
81.0W, date: 4/1/99, time - lO:AM (approx. 48°solar zenith angle), constant wind speed (6 ms'), DOM (6
mgU' ) and Chlor-a (2 mgU'). The model runs utilized the absorption and backscatter data from Bostater
and Gimond'5 T. he TDDS-SP® selected bands based upon the synthetic signatures were 545, 520, 500 nm
(numerator) and 620, 525, 400 am (denominator) with n20 synthetic signatures derived from the CASE II
model. The hyperspectral signature model and the TDDS-SP® signal processing approach for hyperspectral
signatures ofwater surface reflectance, together, demonstrate the capability to a-priori predict and invert
our analytical remote sensing models for practical applications. Limitations ofthe technique using the
water or vegetative canopy models, of course, is the dependency upon accurate and precise measurements
ofthe hyperspectral signatures ofthe apparent and/or the inherent optical properties ofthe water'5, the
depth ofthe medium (water depth or canopy height), and the bottom reflectance ofthe medium and other
model state variables mentioned above.
Figure 3(f) demonstrates the use ofthe TDDS-SP® derivative spectroscopy techniques to estimate
the optimal bands using new sensor systems, such as hyperspectral sensors used in buoys'2. Backscattered
light is a form of light to estimate characteristics of assumed plane parallel media such as water. Signatures
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Figure 5 - B4-B3-B2 (R-G-B) composite of the image Figure 6 - Multitemporal Wetness image (March -

July -

acquired on July 6. 1991.

October: R-G-B).

Figure 7 - Multitemporal Wetness image (July - October -

Figure 8 - Principal Component Analysis performed on the
four Wetness (TCT) images (PCI - PC2 - PC2: R-G-B).

December: R-U-B).

Multitemporal Wetness images pertrrn high colour variability, as expected from decorrelated-bands-composites. Most of
the decorrelation in multitemporal images derives from landcover changes the same happens here, since all-the-time bare
soils, for which graphs in Figure 3 have been drawn, are very infrequently found. Nevertheless, the Tasseled Cap
Transformation allowed a good extraction of the information related to soil wetness and these composites proved to be
353
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Figure 9 - Multitemporal Wetness image (March - July
October: R-(i-B) of the Cascine Nuove meander.

-

Figure 10 - Principal Component Analysis of the four
Wetness images of the Cascine nuove meander (PC4-PC2PCI; R-G-B).

Figure 11 - Multitemporal Wetness image (March - July - Figure 12 - Principal Component Analysis of the four
October: B-G-R) of the area westward of the Pisa Roman Wetness images in area westward the Pisa Roman harbour
(PCl-PC2-PCl R-G-B).
harbour.
richer in information for a photointerpreter than original-band composites. even in the image acquired in July. when a better
discrimination is possible among the deposits present in the study (see bands 4-3-2 composite in Fig. 5). The same is true
for the Principal Component composites: PCI-PC2-PC3 (Fig. 8) clearly highlights clayey deposits and allows the mapping
of the ancient lagoon.
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spectroscopy procedures that can and will continue to be used in the analysis of modern hyperspectral
remote sensing systems and associated environmental instrumentation'2. The future use ofthese systems
will only be sustained ifthe instrument designers, data providers and users, support the development of
automated, real time, optimal retrieval algorithmic approaches. The hyperspectral signal processing and
image processing approach described in this paper (TDDS-SP®) is such an approach. It is based upon the
sound principles ofradiative transfer processes and inversion techniques. The higher order derivative
approach forms a fundamental window into radiative transfer model inversions, since the analytical models
are highly nonlinear.
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